
Too soon and  
you’re wasting  
your money.

What ifWhat if 
filtration 
systems  
could talk?

Too late and you’re 
risking unplanned 

downtime.

Filter Minder® Connected Technology 



Optimize your air filtration 
             maintenance!

Installation is Easy
The Filter Minder® connected solutions wireless sensor makes use of the existing 
Geotab telematics infrastructure. Installation is easy — simply screw the sensor 
into the air cleaner indicator port and connect the receiver into the Geotab IOX™ 
expandability port on the Geotab GO device — it only takes a few minutes.  

The Filter Minder® wireless monitoring 
system enables you to service your vehicle/
equipment exactly when they need it.
Changing your filter too soon can lead to less efficient filtration, increased 

engine wear, and loss of valuable filter life. Conversely, servicing too late  

can lead to unplanned downtime and may increase risk of engine damage.

       Monitor your fleet with Filter Minder  
     connected technology and Geotab.
Because it integrates with the existing Geotab fleet management platform,  

the Filter Minder wireless filter monitoring system is easy to install and use. 

 

Additional benefits include:

• Filtration insights for an entire fleet of vehicles/equipment 
consolidated into a dashboard view;

• Patented low-energy sensor helps conserve power and extend  
battery life;

• Clear insights and customizable alerts by text, phone, email, or  
dashboard; and

• A scalable platform that can expand in the future to monitor fuel,  
lube, and hydraulics filters — additional applications coming soon. 



For the on- and off-road industries, connected vehicle/equipment 
technology is a real game-changer that can help your fleet:

Maximize productivity  

 • Monitor filter status (air, fuel, and hydraulic), lube  
  and hydraulic oil condition

 • Communicate to fleet management systems  
  via vehicle/equipment Geotab telematics 

 • Optimize filter’s life, service intervals, and  
  vehicle/equipment performance

Maximize uptime 

 • Provide timely notification of replacement parts

 • Help minimize unplanned downtime with  
  predictive maintenance

Minimize cost of ownership

 • Provide improved failure analysis

 • Help reduce service time and cost with  
  optimized filter and fluid maintenance

 • Promote optimized maintenance practices 
  across fleet locations

  

Increase Return on Investment
With easy, fast installation and competitive investment value, Filter Minder connected technology can produce 
more cost-effective use of equipment by prompting service, based on filter condition, and identifying changes  
in fluid condition that require immediate attention rather than on scheduled maintenance intervals.
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Let Our Experience Work For You
Donaldson has been a leader in filtration technology for more than 100 years and continues to set industry 

standards with innovative solutions. Its Filter Minder® product portfolio has been a global leader in filtration 

monitoring technology for more than 40 years. OEs and fleets benefit from Donaldson’s experience and 

comprehensive offering to get the most out of their vehicles and machines, while preserving their bottom line.

The Filter Minder brand has become synonymous 
with product reliability and accuracy, and includes 
a comprehensive portfolio of air- and fluid-
monitoring technologies.

All sales and use of Filter Minder connected technology will be subject to a written subscription agreement with Donaldson.

Donaldson provides a wide range of air, lube, 
fuel, and hydraulic filtration products that are 
recognized worldwide to provide greater engine 
protection, better engine performance, and longer 
filter life.

For more information, call 800-374-1374 or visit donaldson.com.


